AMARA SANCTUARY RESORT SENTOSA
Since its opening in 2007, Amara Sanctuary Resort Sentosa has brought the rustic feel of a
true resort and blended it with the convenience of a five-star boutique resort. Designed by
Japanese architect Miyake Masaki, the minimalist design elements lend Amara Sanctuary
a feel of modern luxury. Amara Sanctuary is where the nature and Asian hospitality meet
quaint colonial charm.
The award-winning resort’s 140 beautifully designed guest rooms, suites and villas paired
with comprehensive facilities provide the ultimate in luxurious stay and corporate retreats.
A dedicated MICE building with state of art facilities can accommodate conferences for
up to 850 guests in its 6-metre high Grand Ballroom and seven function rooms for corporate
meetings and events. One of the highlights of Amara Sanctuary Resort Sentosa is the
stunning Glass Pavillion tucked within the lushly landscaped grounds – making it the most
romantic and elegant wedding or event location.
The Glass Pavilion is furnished with stylish transparent Philippe Starck-designed ‘Louis Ghost
Chairs’ and can seat up to 40 guests or provide standing room for up to 60 guests. Adding
to its charm is an antique bell that was restored from the oldest chapel on Sentosa Island
and a waterfall that serves as a picturesque backdrop to the pavilion.
The resort features four outdoor swimming pools. The rooftop infinity pool comes with
stunning views of the South China Sea and is reserved exclusively for adults. The dream
pool and a children’s pool are located in the resort’s landscaped tropical gardens. The
Larkhill Terrace infinity pool is reserved strictly for Larkhill Terrace guests only.
Amara Sanctuary Resort is nestled beautifully on a hillside, surrounded by 3.8 hectares of
gardens and natural tropical rainforest, which is home to peacocks and parrots as well as
other native fauna and flora. Amara Sanctuary’s unique character derives from an exotic
blend of colonial architecture and modern design concepts, as well as comprehensive
hotel facilities that come together to shape an ideal resort experience. The lush tropical
gardens are stocked with many unusual tropical plants and help to create the atmosphere
of an exotic island retreat with a sense of peace, tranquility and true luxury.

EXCLUSIVE PRIVILEGES
Amara Sanctuary Shopping Privileges – Guests are entitled to exclusive shopping privileges
and discounts at VivoCity and 100 AM shopping malls by simply presenting your Amara
Sanctuary keycard before purchase. For a full list of participating stores/merchants, please
download them at: http://sentosa.amarahotels.com/content/participating_stores.pdf
Yoga, Art & Fun Activities – Guests can look forward to a fun-filled weekend stay and enjoy
the resort activities that include Family Yoga, Kids Yoga, Laughter Yoga, Partner Yoga and
Kids' Art Jam, worth $45 each session – at no charge at all. The activities are designed for
everyone in the family so no one gets left behind.
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•
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•
•

Top Restaurant (Tier Bar) - Wine & Dine 2014
Top Restaurant (Shutters) - Wine & Dine 2014
Best Resort - Singapore Tatler Best of Singapore Award - 2014
Excellent Service Award - 2013
Best Hotel Wedding Banquet - The Wedding Accolade - 2013
Top Restaurant (Shutters) - Wine & Dine 2013
Best Resort - Singapore Tatler Best of Singapore Award - 2013
Singapore Service Class Award - 2012
Best Resort - Singapore Tatler Best of Singapore Award 2011
Excellent Service Award - 2011
Best Resort - Singapore Tatler Best of Singapore Award 2010
Best Resort - AsiaOne People's Choice Award 2009
URA Architectural Heritage Award 2007 - Category A

RESTAURANTS AND BAR
Shutters – An all day restaurant offering relaxed bistro dining, focusing on modern
intercontinental cuisines. A bright, open dining space with sleek high ceilings, earth toned
walls, and an open-kitchen, Shutters allows guests to dine indoors or al fresco on the
outdoor terrace.
Thanying – An award-winning restaurant renowned for its authentic Royal Thai cuisine and
exceptional service. Since its inception in 1988, Thanying Restaurant has devotedly
recreated culinary history by offering the most exquisite Royal Thai cuisine fit for the royalty.
Meticulous effort is put into the preparation and the presentation of each dish and each
Thai Chef has her/his own area of specialty. Served in the tradition of Thai Court Cooking,
everything is in bite-size portions, and all seeds, bones and pith had been removed for the
convenience of the pampered diners.
Tier Bar - Idyllic, Sincere, Ingenuity, Creative, Soothing and Classy-Cozy are the words to
describe Tier Bar at Amara Sanctuary Resort Sentosa. Set in the midst of lush gardens and
natural tropical rainforest, Tier Bar is a cocktail lovers’ paradise. Exuding a classy-cozy and
soothing ambience with its low lightings, Tier Bar’s appropriate music and its idyllic alfresco
setting is where one can kick back and relax in truth. Combined with sincere smiles and
easy recommendations from the Bar's mixologists and certified sommelier, Tier Bar makes a
confident choice for a small group of friends or a date who needs impressing.

GYM AND SPA
Spa Luna - Nestled at the elegant pre war colonial building at the renowned Amara
Sanctuary Resort Sentosa, Spa Luna's presence in the hills of lush greenery is in perfect
harmony with its emphasis on natural stylist living. The spa decor blends seamlessly well into
the colonial elegance with contemporary furnishing and artifacts. With an open greenery
view liken to "resting" on the canopy of the trees and water features, all treatment rooms
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(for both couples and friends) are tastefully decorated and well thought out with
functionality and relaxation in mind. Spa Luna offers an oasis of peace and tranquility
setting with a holistic emphasis on re-discovering inner physical and mental wellness.
Aileron Wellness - A boutique gym with a state-of-the-art training facility and certified
trainers to help individuals break new grounds, Aileron Wellness is Singapore’s prime ground
for health and fitness education, and a sanctuary for self-discovery and empowerment.
Aileron Wellness stays at the forefront of the health and fitness sphere with unconventional
methods and concepts of training developed with leading educators from around the
world, ensuring effective and long-lasting results. Guided by the belief that wellness goes
beyond skin-deep, Aileron Wellness brings to its clients an all-encompassing suite of
knowledge to balance the body, mind and soul. The result is an elevated sense of wellbeing.

For media enquiries, please contact:
Kim Quek
Marketing & Communications Manager
Amara Sanctuary Resort Sentosa
DID: +65 6825 3833
Email: kim.quek@amarasanctuary.com
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